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Abstract—This paper presents a novel data driven framework
based on ε-Support Vector Regression to reduce the band-
width requirement for transmission of Phasor Measurement
Unit (PMU) data. This is achieved by judicious elimination of
redundant data at the PMU before transmission. Simultaneously,
the missing samples are predicted at PDC to ensure faithful
identification of impending disturbances in the power system.
Due to inherent non-stationary nature of PMU data, the hyper-
parameters are dynamically recomputed as necessary, thereby
maintaining the accuracy of prediction and robustness of the
algorithm. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
via large scale simulations using powerline frequency data.
A trade-off between prediction quality and runtime of the
algorithm is observed, which is addressed by suitable selection of
hyper-parameters. Compared to the competitive data reduction
scheme, the proposed algorithm saves around 60% bandwidth
and identifies power system disturbances 73% more accurately.

Index Terms—Wide area measurement system, phasor mea-
surement unit, dynamic prediction, ε-support vector regression,
bandwidth saving

I. INTRODUCTION

Imparting intelligence, automation, and control to the tradi-
tional power grid has enhanced its load handling capabilities.
Yet, ensuring an uninterrupted supply of electricity to the end
users is a far sight. Stress on power grid causes frequent
occurrences of failure events, raising questions on safe and
reliable grid operation. To this end, Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs) periodically sample the state of power system and
send their data to a remotely located Phasor Data Concentrator
(PDC) over a communication network [1]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of PMU placement across the power grid in a Wide
Area Measurement System (WAMS). It is evident that data
from PMU plays a crucial role at the PDC in accurately
determining the sequence of events happening in the power
system [2]. Thus, reliable and rapid coordination between the
PMUs and the PDC is essential to capture the power grid
dynamics and provide real-time situational awareness.

A. Related Works and Motivation

Transient detection: Early works emphasized on the use of
PMU data for transient prediction via time-domain techniques.
But due to time-consuming nature and requirement of accurate
network configuration information, they were overridden by
robust and computationally-efficient machine learning tech-
niques, such as, multilayer perceptrons [3], decision trees [4],
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Fig. 1: Basic elements of a WAMS.

and support vector machines [5], [6]. A recent study in [7]
has compared the performance of data-driven versus time-
domain models for real-time identification of power system
dynamics. Besides transient detection, other key application of
data driven models is in monitoring the operation of distributed
generation units, especially for integration of renewable energy
sources. For instance, in [8] data mining algorithms are studied
to identify blade pitch faults in wind turbines. Based on fault
diagnosis using PMU data, devising effective control strategies
is essential for system-wide protection. In literature, methods
for load generation and switching control, oscillation damping,
emergency frequency control, and adaptive protection schemes
are proposed to address this issue. Since designing of control
applications is not in the scope of current work, interested
readers are referred to [9]–[11] for further details.

It should be noted that, transient detection techniques gen-
erally classify the system state as ‘stable’ or ‘unstable’ based
on fixed-rate PMU data to the PDC, assuming unlimited
communication resources. Data reporting rates supported by
PMUs are multiples and sub-multiples of nominal system
frequency [12]. Presently, standard data reporting rate from
PMU to PDC is fixed at 25 and 30 samples/sec, respectively
for 50 Hz and 60 Hz systems. While frequent sampling and
near-real time data reporting facilitate in timely control actions
for preserving power grid stability, huge volume of generated
data poses a serious challenge in terms of communication
bandwidth and storage needs [13], [14], which further worsens
with the increasing number of PMUs installed in a power grid.
For instance, a study in [15] has noted that data transmitted
from 100 PMUs at 30 samples/sec to a PDC is over 50 GB
data per day. With the ever-growing electricity demand, this
enormous amount of data is likely to exceed the network
transmission capacity in near future.



PMU data reduction techniques: A few studies have ex-
plored stability prediction based on reduced PMU data. In [16],
autoregressive modelling of PMU data sequence is studied
to identify stress signs from correlation between consecutive
samples. Short-term prediction using state-space approach and
basis function was studied in [17] to spot measurement errors.
Dimensionality reduction of PMU data using linear principal
component analysis were studied in [18], [19]. The study
in [19] also performed real-time compression using least
square curve fitting while archiving the data. Different signal
processing algorithms have also addressed the data reduction
in WAMS. Discrete cosine transform [20], [21], compressive
sampling [22], wavelet packet decomposition [23], [24], pre-
processing and lossless encoding [25] (and the references
therein) operate offline and also in real-time for data storage.
Recently, a fuzzy-based paradigm for efficient processing
and compression of smart grid data has been proposed [26].
When the data has low correlation, these methods do not
ensure accurate signal reconstruction. Consequently, high-rate
sampling is required for a desired accuracy. Besides, complex
matrix operations involved in transform-based approaches sig-
nificantly increase the computational load.

Since transient occurrences in the system are sporadic and
PMU data is highly redundant, fixed-rate data transmission
at all times appears wasteful. As the communication channel
bandwidth is limited and expensive, it is critical that this
resource is optimally used for power grid communication.
Therefore, dynamically preventing redundant PMU data from
being transmitted over the channel without compromising on
the quality of power grid health monitoring is of current
interest. It is notable that, other than [22], all prior approaches
investigated data reduction at the PDC. Further, although
the objective in [22] has been communication bandwidth
reduction, it does not deal with non-stationary nature of PMU
data. Thus, in absence of continuous learning and adaptation,
quality of compression and hence the quality of power system
health monitoring is expected to degrade over time.

B. Main Contributions

In this work, a novel data-driven framework based on ε-
Support Vector Regression (ε-SVR) is proposed to dynam-
ically reduce the powerline frequency samples at the PMU
before transmission and predict the missing samples at the
PDC. Performance of the approach is measured in terms of
bandwidth saving, retraining count, disturbance identification
index, prediction ratio, and root mean square error.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1) The devised dynamic prediction algorithm selectively
transmits powerline frequency samples achieving up to
90% reduction in channel bandwidth requirement without
affecting the quality of stability monitoring of the system.

2) Optimization of the operating parameters, namely, train-
ing length and retraining frequency, and performance
degradation due to precomputation of parameters are
empirically investigated for reduced runtime complexity.

3) Trade-off between accuracy of prediction and runtime of
the proposed algorithm is addressed.

4) Computational latency of the proposed algorithm is esti-
mated via its online execution using Simulink model.

5) Comparison of the proposed algorithm with the com-
pressed sampling scheme [22] demonstrates 73% and
60% better performance, respectively, in terms of power
system health monitoring and bandwidth saving.

Unlike the other signal processing and data compression
algorithms, the proposed approach is independent of sparsity
of data-set. In this work, the limitations of existing approaches
for PMU data reduction are addressed by achieving data
pruning at the transmission stage itself. By continuous learn-
ing the proposed algorithm is able to identify the system
transients and adapt the pruning process by re-estimation
of hyper-parameters as needed, thereby increasing accuracy
and robustness of prediction and reducing the communication
bandwidth requirement. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
dynamically exploiting temporal correlation of PMU data to
reduce volume before transmission without trading the quality
of power system health monitoring has not been studied yet.

C. Paper Organization
Layout of the paper is as follows: Section II briefly de-

scribes the application of ε-SVR in non-stationary powerline
frequency time series prediction. Section III presents the pro-
posed framework for data reduction and dynamic prediction,
followed by subsequent discussions on the choice of hyper-
parameters and complexity of the proposed algorithm. The
performance indices are mentioned in Section IV, and numer-
ical results based on large-scale simulations are discussed in
Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. USE OF ε-SVR IN PREDICTION OF POWERLINE
FREQUENCY TIME SERIES

ε-SVR has evolved based on statistical learning theory. Due
to its ability to generalize well on unseen data-sets and produce
consistent unbiased estimate of the target, in recent years it
has been widely applied in varied research areas. Composition
monitoring in manufacturing processes [27], traffic signal
detection [28], wind speed forecasting [29], and prediction of
pollutant emissions [30] are some of the applications.

The statistical pattern of powerline frequency data collected
by PMU is analyzed by studying its autocorrelation function.
The autocorrelation coefficients are found to have high mag-
nitude and slowly-decaying nature, indicating that the time se-
quence formed by these samples is stochastically dynamic and
non-stationary. ε-SVR formulation handles non-stationarity by
mapping the data to a high-dimensional feature space produced
by a kernel and then linear regression is performed using
optimal parameter values. Let {f1, f2, f3, · · · , fl} be the time
sequence of powerline frequency. Due to non-stationarity, each
predicted frequency value can be assumed to be a non-linear
function of lag values, where ‘lag’ is the optimum number of
previous samples required to predict the present sample.

From the definition of SVR analysis [31], the predicted
value f̂i corresponding to actual frequency sample fi is:

f̂i =

i−d∑
j=i−1

wjφ(fj) + b ∀ i = (1, · · · , l) (1)
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Fig. 2: Flow graph of the proposed dynamic prediction algorithm: (a) at the PMU; (b) at the PDC.

where d is the lag samples, wj is the model’s parameter, φ(fj)
is the set of basis functions forming a non-linear mapping from
input space to a higher-dimensional feature space, and b is the
offset value. Essentially, wj is the weight of participation of
jth lag value for estimating the present sample. It follows
from (1) that sample fi has an attribute vector fAi comprising
of lag values corresponding to that sample. The training
data is organized as {(fA1

, f1), (fA2
, f2), · · · , (fAl

, fl)} ⊂
Rd × R. The input space is d-dimensional such that fAi

=
{fi−1, fi−2, · · · , fi−d}. With this notation, (1) is rewritten as:

f̂i = 〈wAi
, φ(fAi

)〉+ b ∀i = (1, · · · , l) (2)

such that wAi
∈ Rd, b ∈ R.

In (2), wAi
and φ(fAi

) are respectively the array of weights
and non-linear mappings of the vector fAi

corresponding to
each sample f̂i such that wAi = {wi−1, wi−2, · · · , wi−d} and
φ(fAi) = {φ(fi−1), φ(fi−2), · · · , φ(fi−d)}. It is required to
find optimal weights wAi

and offset b such that the predicted
value f̂i has at most ε deviation from the actual value fi.
These values are obtained as by-product of solution of the
optimization problem in (3).

P1: minimize

{
1

2
‖ wAi

‖2 +C

l∑
i=1

(ξi + ξ∗i )

}
(3)

subject to fi − f̂i ≤ ε+ ξi; f̂i − fi ≤ ε+ ξ∗i and ξi, ξ∗i ≥ 0.

In (3), ξis are real-valued slack variables to ensure feasibility
of the optimization problem, and parameter C decides the
trade-off between flatness of wAi and ξi. The Lagrangian
L is obtained by combining the primal objective function
with constraints through the multipliers αi, α∗i , ηi, and η∗i .
Subsequently, for optimality, partial derivatives of L with
respect to primal variables w, b, ξi, ξ∗i vanish from the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions to give dual optimization problem as:

P2: maximize

−1

2

l∑
i,j=1

(αi − α∗i )(αj − α∗j )〈φ(fAi), φ(fAj )〉

−ε
l∑

i=1

(αi + α∗i ) +

l∑
i=1

fi(αi − α∗i )

}
(4)

subject to
l∑

i=1

(αi − α∗i ) = 0 and αi, α
∗
i ∈ [0, C].

In (4), inner product in feature space is replaced by an
equivalent kernel in input space, i.e., 〈φ(fAi

), φ(fAj
)〉 =

K(fAi , fAj ). In this work, radial basis kernel function is
used due to its generalization properties and is given by
K(fAi

, fAj
) = exp

(
−γ ‖ fAi

− fAj
‖
)2
,∀ i, j = (1, · · · , l).

Applying saddle point condition to (4), a sparse representation
of f̂i as a function of support vectors is obtained as:

f̂i =
∑
SVs

(αi − α∗i )K(fAi
, fAj

) + b. (5)

Support vectors are the data samples characterized by condi-
tion αi, α∗i < C and αi · α∗i = 0.

III. DYNAMIC PREDICTION ALGORITHM

In this section, the proposed dynamic prediction algorithm
is presented along with the discussion on hyper-parameters for
predicting frequency samples {f̂i} and algorithm complexity.

A. Proposed Dynamic Prediction Algorithm

The dynamic prediction algorithm operates at the PMU to
remove the redundant power line frequency samples before
transmission, while its counterpart simultaneously operates to
estimate the removed samples at the PDC. The key steps
involved are: 1) computation of hyper-parameters, 2) making
successive one-step ahead prediction of frequency samples
using hyper-parameters from step 1. Due to non-stationary
nature of data, the hyper-parameters once computed based on
prior samples fail to produce consistent output after a while,
especially when a disturbance sets in the power system. Thus,
it is required to re-compute them whenever the difference
between actual sample and the predicted sample exceeds a pre-
defined threshold ε. This process is called retraining. Since the



TABLE I: Frequency operation limits at 60 Hz [32].

Range (Hz) Action

59.9-60.1 Normal operation, no control action

59.8-59.9, 60.1-60.2 Primary frequency control active for
small dead zone units

59-59.8, 60.2-61.3 Primary frequency control active for
large dead zone units

57.5-59, 61.3-62 Underfrequency load shedding and sec-
ondary frequency control

< 57, > 62 Self-protective generator trip or system
collapse

proposed algorithm adapts to changing dynamics in the power
grid, it is referred to as dynamic prediction algorithm.

Working of the proposed dynamic prediction algorithm is
illustrated by a flow graph in Fig. 2. Optimum Training Length
(OTL) is the length of input samples that is just sufficient
for training the SVR model such that statistical reliability
is ensured with minimum computations. Lag and OTL are
precomputed from offline studies on frequency data collected
from PMU before execution of the algorithm in order to
reduce the computational complexity during runtime. Of the
remaining hyper-parameters, ε is considered predefined and C
and γ are calculated on-the-fly using cross-validation during
the training stage. More details on choice of these hyper-
parameters is discussed in the next subsection.

As the PMU has access to the actual frequency samples as
well, the predicted value is compared to corresponding actual
value following each one-step ahead prediction and the differ-
ence between them is termed as error E. As long as E < ε,
one-step ahead prediction process is iterated, else retraining
is performed. Note that, in the interest of saving bandwidth
and utilizing good predictions already made, this retraining
is performed on latest OTL number of predicted frequency
samples. Following retraining, if the immediate prediction
does not satisfy the condition E < ε, then process of further
prediction is aborted and the next retraining is performed
using OTL number of actual frequency samples. It is apparent
that irrespective of varying transients in the power system,
accuracy of the predicted value is not jeopardized due to
continuous learning of model parameters, which consequently
increases robustness of the proposed algorithm.

At PDC, the algorithm relies on limited data and status
notification S transmitted from PMU to manage its retraining
processes. Intuitively, SVR models trained independently at
PMU and PDC with same input values produce similar pre-
dictions. Thus, the intuition behind simultaneous execution of
the proposed algorithm at PMU and PDC is that, predictions
at the PDC help in grid monitoring with significantly reduced
bandwidth consumption in transmitting the PMU data while
predictions at the PMU identify the data transmission and
status notification instants for the PDC.

B. Choice of Hyper-Parameters

Performance of the proposed algorithm is sensitive to the
values of hyper-parameters. This section briefly addresses the
selection of lag, OTL, C, and γ for an optimum performance
as a function of the system defined error threshold ε.

ε denotes the upper bound of acceptable error. Its value
is application-domain specific and depends on the level of
accuracy desired in prediction. Important thresholds in power
system frequency control are stated in Table I. To estimate
optimum lag, C, and γ, k-fold cross-validation is performed
on training data. To obtain C and γ, a search space is defined,
and {C, γ} pair is determined that offers minimum cross-
validation error. A single course of cross-validation partitions
the data-set into k-complementary subsets such that the model
trained on k − 1 subsets is validated on the remaining sub-
set. Multiple courses of cross-validation are performed with
dissimilar partitions in order to reduce the variability, and
all the results are averaged to obtain cross-validation error.
Despite being exhaustive and computationally intensive, cross-
validation and grid search are used for parameter selection in
this work because they do not rely on domain knowledge of
the user and produce robust results.

Size of the training set plays a crucial role in deciding
reliability of any machine learning model. Here, due to non-
stationary nature of input data, the hyper-parameters are sus-
ceptible to loose their accuracy with time in spite of being
trained on a larger data-set. Intuitively, in such a scenario,
being parsimonious in deciding OTL may be a practical
approach. Thus it is required to bound the training length such
that prediction model performs satisfactorily in all scenarios in
real-time. Finding true OTL at each retraining instant is tedious
and slows down the algorithm. Therefore, it is proposed to
use fix value of OTL during the entire training procedure.
Numerical results on hyper-parameter selection and impact
of model trained on precomputed OTL as against true OTL
are further detailed in the Section V. Commercially available
machine learning library LibSVM [33] has been used in this
work to perform training and prediction of samples using
large-scale Matlab simulations.

C. Complexity of the Proposed Algorithm

To analyze the computation complexity it may be recalled
that training and prediction are two essential steps in ex-
ecution of the proposed algorithm. During training stage,
hyper-parameters are determined via k-fold cross-validation
on input data. Study of step-wise execution of the proposed
algorithm reveals that the complexity during training varies as
k.xy.#itrO(l.d). Here, x number of C values and y number
of γ values comprise the search space. #itr is the number of
iterations used in the convergence of optimization problem and
is specific to the solver used. l and d are respectively, the length
of training sequence and lag value. Prediction complexity is
given byO(l′.d), where l′ is the number of predictions made at
a time. Since the proposed algorithm makes successive 1-step
ahead predictions from the moving lag window, l′ = 1 and
d is constant. Therefore prediction complexity is essentially
constant. Thus, runtime complexity is basically due to training,
and increases linearly with the training length l.

IV. PERFORMANCE INDICES

For comprehensive quality assessment of the proposed pre-
diction model the following performance indices are defined:



1) Bandwidth Saving (BWS): It is the percentage of
PMU data samples that are not transmitted. These are
essentially the samples which are successfully predicted
within the error bound ε at the PDC. If l is the length
of powerline frequency sequence measured by PMU
over a sufficiently large time interval ∆, then, BWS =
liml→∞(Successful predictions by PMU/l)× 100.

2) Retraining Count (RC): It is the number of retrainings
required to make successful predictions over a large time
interval ∆. For a given error threshold ε, time complexity
of the proposed algorithm increases with RC. Thus, the
hyper-parameters should be chosen such that minimum
possible number of retrainings are performed.

3) Prediction Ratio (PR): It quantifies the quality of
training. Denoting the number of useful predictions
between two consecutive retraining instants as prediction
length, PR = prediction length/OTL. A high PR
reduces RC, hence increasing BWS.

4) Disturbance identification Index (DI): It is a measure
of goodness of the model in identifying a fault scenario.
Over a large interval ∆, let ldist and l̂dist be respectively
the actual and the estimated number of frequency
samples designated to be in disturbed states. Then,
DI = lim∆→∞(l̂dist/ldist). Identifying powerline
disturbance can be based on either of the following
two criteria: (i) frequency fi < 59.55 Hz, or > 61 Hz,
(ii) rate of change of frequency dfi/dt > 0.124 Hz/sec
[34]. This conventional approach tracks only major
disturbances. To capture smaller frequency variations, a
disturbance can be associated with frequency samples
deviating more than ±0.1% (i.e. 0.06 Hz) from the
nominal value [23]. However, it is of interest to slightly
overestimate the disturbance region (i.e., l̂dist ≥ ldist)
at the PDC as a precautionary measure. Thus, the value
0.06 Hz is further lowered by 1%, to 0.0594 Hz to
identify a disturbed instance from the estimated value.

5) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): It is a standard er-
ror metric for predicted values. An acceptable RMSE
is always less than ε. Mathematically, RMSE =√

(1/l)
l∑

i=1

(fi − f̂i)2.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, first optimum hyper-parameters of the pro-
posed dynamic prediction model are numerically determined.
Next, different performance versus complexity trade-offs are
discussed, followed by a comparative performance analysis
with respect to a recent competitive approach in [22]. Subse-
quently, implementation issues are briefly addressed.

A. Determining Optimum Hyper-Parameter

As discussed in Section III-B, k-fold cross-validation error
of the training set is used to decide the optimum values
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Fig. 5: OTL at different states: (a) steady state; (b) disturbed state.

of hyper-parameters, namely, lag, C, γ, and OTL. Fig. 3
captures the variation of cross-validation error versus lag
value. For a generic conclusion, cross-validation errors are
computed on 25 different data-sets from PMU data reposi-
tory at http://103.7.128.82/rwafms/wafms/, each consisting of
several steady states and disturbed states. The plots reveal that
the mean error is minimum at lag = 5. Hence, this parameter
value is chosen for further performance analysis in this work.

The contour plot in Fig. 4 captures the variation of cross-
validation error with respect to C, γ pairs. From the plot it is
evident that lower errors are obtained beyond values log2 C =
2 and log2 γ = 3. It may be noted that these are not hard
boundaries and indicate only average hyper-parameter values.
Also, to curb the risk of overfitting, very large values of C and
γ are avoided in spite of low cross validation error [35]. Thus,
grid boundary for C as well as γ is fixed at the intermediate
values varying from 21 to 28 in this work. This limits the size
of search space and increases speed of simulation at runtime.

Figs. 5a and 5b capture the variation of training error and
test error versus training length for data-sets in steady state
and disturbed state of the power system. It is observed from
the plots that increasing the size of training set reduces the
test error due to better fit of hypothesis. However, this benefit
significantly diminishes beyond a certain training length. This
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Fig. 6: Dynamic model trained on actual frequency samples and true OTL for Case I: (a) prediction performance; (b) variation of OTL and
prediction length versus number of samples; (c) disturbance identification.
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Fig. 7: Dynamic model trained on predicted frequency samples and true OTL for Case II: (a) prediction performance; (b) variation of OTL
and prediction length versus number of samples; (c) disturbance identification.

TABLE II: Performance indices for Cases I and II.

Performance Index Case I Case II

BWS (%) 91.59 95
RC 76 85
DI 1.02 1.03

Best PR in steady region 18 20.13
Worst PR in steady region 1.04 0.002

Best PR in disturbed region 1.39 0.265
Worst PR in disturbed region 0.0113 0.001

RMSE 0.0062 0.0069

point which denotes a saturation in learning from input data
is the OTL of the data-set. For comprehensive study, OTL is
evaluated for 25 different training sets from the PMU data
repository. It is noted that OTL in steady states is slightly
lower, varying from 100 to 400 samples, while for disturbed
states it lies in the range of 600-1000. Additionally, maximum
OTL amongst all data-sets did not exceed 1000 samples with
probability 0.9, and mean OTL is found as 600 samples.

Remark 1. Determining the optimal hyper-parameters is vital
for every training process to address non-stationarity of data
and increase the speed and accuracy of predictions.

B. Performance of Dynamic Prediction Trained on Actual
Frequency Samples versus Predicted Frequency Samples

As discussed in Section III-A, although from communica-
tion bandwidth saving perspective retraining based on recently
predicted frequency samples helps, the quality of prediction is
expected to be better when retraining is performed on actual
frequency samples. Below, relative performance of the two
approaches is investigated. Two cases are considered:

Case I) predictions are made from model trained on actual
frequency samples from PMU;

Case II) predictions are made from model trained with latest
predicted frequency samples.

Performance in each case is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
where true OTL is found at each training instance. Perfor-
mance indices are summarized in Table II. It can be observed
that bandwidth saving in Case II exceeds that in Case I by
approximately 4%. Further, from increased RC in Case II, it
can be inferred that if the model is trained using predicted
samples, quality of fit degrades, leading to more retraining
instances. Despite this, there is no compromise in identification
of disturbed states, causing DI to be comparable in both cases
I and II. However, Case I offers a better PR performance in
the disturbed states, and it has marginally improved RMSE.

Remark 2. Case II is good for bandwidth saving as compared
to Case I without undermining the disturbance detection
process, but at the cost of increased computational complexity.

C. Performance of Dynamic Prediction Trained on Precom-
puted OTL versus True OTL

As discussed in Section III-B, finding true OTL at each
retraining instant is computationally expensive and hazardous,
especially in disturbed states when frequent retrainings are
required. To improve upon this, use of precomputed OTL is
proposed. In this section, relative performance of two precom-
puted OTL scenarios, namely, maximum OTL and mean OTL
are compared with true OTL for Cases I and II.

It is observed from Fig. 8 that use of precomputed OTL
causes RC to increase and PRs to decrease indicating de-
terioration in the quality of model fit. Besides, RMSE also
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Fig. 9: Simulation time comparison of dynamic prediction with true,
max, and mean OTL for Cases I and II.

increases by approximately 20%. This is primarily because
true OTL at any retraining instant is rarely same as mean
OTL and most likely is exceeded by maximum OTL. As a
consequence, more often retraining is performed either on
surplus or insufficient data samples leading to poor quality
fit. Additionally, subsequent retraining instances on more than
required number of samples consumes a larger data chunk
thereby reducing the BWS. However, faithful detection of all
disturbance instances, which is also critical while reducing
the data transmission between PMU and PDC, is assured
irrespective of the use of maximum or mean OTL. Simulation
times of proposed algorithm for 10000 powerline frequency
samples with true, maximum and mean OTL are compared in
Fig. 9. It can be seen that in spite of higher RC, the runtime for
model trained on precomputed OTL is considerably small with
respect to model trained on true OTL. From the above discus-
sion, it is clear that compared to true OTL, use of precomputed
OTL wins in terms of computational burden reduction and
consistent fault identification but slightly compromises on the
bandwidth savings and fit of the model.

Further, as compared to maximum OTL, model trained with
mean OTL seems to be a reasonably better choice. This can
be inferred from relative improvement in performance indices.
Numerically, for Case I, BWS, best PR, and worst PR
increase by 5.9%, 3.8%, and 41%, while RC and RMSE
reduce by 22% and 8.6%, respectively, with mean OTL.
Similarly for Case II, BWS, best PR, and worst PR improve
by 4.3%, 24.5%, and 41%, and RC and RMSE lower by 14%
and 10%, respectively.

Remark 3. Due to non-stationarity of PMU data, large train-
ing lengths do not ensure increased accuracy of prediction.

TABLE III: Variation of performance indices with ε.

ε BWS (%) RC DI RMSE

0.1 Hz 91 68 4 0.1268
0.01 Hz 87.70 369 1.02 7.5 x 10−3

0.001 Hz 81 951 1.001 9.03 x 10−4

0.0001 Hz 33.90 2889 1 9.028 x 10−5
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Fig. 10: Training time and number of support vector variation with
training length at different folds of cross-validation k.

D. Performance Variation with ε Values

ε is critical to ensure the accuracy in disturbance identifica-
tion. In this section, suitable choice of ε is investigated.

From Table I it can be inferred that, to preserve operation
limits in the predicted frequency samples, ε = 0.01 Hz is suf-
ficient. It accurately characterizes a disturbed state frequency
sample, as with this value, first digit after decimal of the
predicted frequency matches with the actual one and only a
variation of ±1 in the second digit after decimal is tolerated.
That is, for instance, worst prediction for a frequency value
60.14 Hz is 60.15 Hz or 60.13 Hz. Table III compares the
performance indices for different ε. It is observed that, a lower
ε enables more accurate prediction. But, to reach this level of
accuracy, the algorithm consumes more samples for training
the model, causing reduced BWS and increased RC.

E. Runtime versus Training Length

As discussed in Section III-C, complexity of the proposed
algorithm increases linearly with training length. This can be
observed from Fig. 10 which shows the variation of training
time (i.e., runtime complexity) with respect to training length
for different folds of cross-validation. It also captures the
variation of number of support vectors required at different
training length. It is evident that irrespective of number of
folds, support vectors increase almost linearly with the size of
training set. Also, from (5), number of support vectors also
add to the number of computations required for prediction,
thereby increasing the runtime complexity.

Choice of number of folds is also a design parameter for
the proposed dynamic prediction algorithm. From the theory of
bias-variance trade-off [31], it is well known that for optimal
model complexity, (bias)2 and variance of the fit should be
minimum. Table IV presents the variation of bias and variance
with increasing number of folds for the proposed model over



TABLE IV: Variation of bias and variance of model fit with
increasing folds.

Folds Bias Variance

3 9.23 x 10−4 0.0081
5 7.82 x 10−4 0.0085
10 4.169 x 10−4 0.0087
25 3.17 x 10−5 0.0086
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Fig. 11: State-wise comparison of dynamic prediction and com-
pressive sampling at RMSE limit 10−3: (a) bandwidth saving; (b)
disturbance identification index (DI); (c) runtime. SS: entire data-set
in steady state; SD: data-set begins in steady state, ends in disturbed
state; DS: data-set begins in disturbed state and ends in steady state;
DD: entire data-set in disturbed state.

input data. Although complexity increases by a factor of k,
the change of bias and variance with increasing k is marginal
and much less than ε. Hence, k = 3 is sufficient to obtain
desirable accuracy during prediction.

Remark 4. To limit the runtime complexity, choice of optimal
training length is crucial.

F. Comparative Performance Analysis

Finally, performance of the proposed algorithm is compared
with compressive sampling [22] which also aims at network
bandwidth reduction by transmitting synchrophasor data at
sub-Nyquist rate. Performance of compressive sampling al-
gorithm is sensitive to the choice of window length N ,
sketch length m, and sparsity of input data. Here, N /m is a
measure of bandwidth saving. Under best parameter settings,
performance of compressive sampling is compared with dy-
namic prediction in different power system states. Performance
indices obtained are averaged over tested data-sets for each
state. From Fig. 11 it is observed that, for an acceptable
upper bound of RMSE on the order of 10−3, compared to
compressive sampling, dynamic prediction consistently saves
more bandwidth and at the same time maintains a uniform DI
close to 1 across various states. Note that, RMSE of the order
10−3 corresponds to ε = 0.01 for dynamic prediction. Due to
low RC in such a scenario, the runtime of dynamic prediction
algorithm is lower for SS, SD and DS while it is comparable at
DD. From skewed DI for compressive sampling, it is evident
that 10−3 is not sufficient to reconstruct the data with desirable
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Fig. 12: Performance comparison of dynamic prediction and com-
pressive sampling at different RMSE: (a) bandwidth saving; (b)
disturbance identification index (DI); (c) runtime.

accuracy. Misleading predictions in this situation lead to false
alarms eventually wasting system resources.

Fig. 12 further elaborates the response of both algorithms
for varying RMSE. It can be observed that, in order to achieve
an acceptable DI the bandwidth savings of compressive
sampling is almost exhausted. On the other hand, dynamic
prediction maintains a constant DI and trades off between
accuracy of prediction and runtime for the considered values
of RMSE. Further, as reducing RMSE does not lead to increase
in accuracy of predictions in dynamic prediction, upper error
bound of 10−3 represents a reasonably optimum value. At this
point, bandwidth saving of dynamic prediction is 60% more
as compared to compressive sampling, with an appreciable
improvement of 73% in correctly identifying all disturbance
instances with a comparable runtime.

Remark 5. With acceptable prediction accuracy and compara-
ble run time complexity, dynamic prediction algorithm outper-
forms the competitive compressive sampling scheme in terms
of bandwidth saving and power system health monitoring.

G. Implementation Issues

For real-time execution of dynamic prediction algorithm, the
processing time of each sample and transmission delay should
be within the acceptable latency limits. This is typically in the
range of 20 ms – 10 sec, depending on the kind of application
feeding upon the data [12]. Because of non-stationary nature
of PMU data, in the proposed framework it is crucial to
occasionally re-estimate the hyper-parameters, which requires
a significant fraction of runtime. As observed in Section V-E,
training time is considerably higher for longer training lengths,
although they do not necessarily guarantee better performance.
This is also pointed out in Section V-C that compared to max-
imum OTL, prediction model trained on mean OTL performs
better in terms of all specified performance measures.

In the current study, online implementation of dynamic
prediction algorithm has been tested using Simulink based
model in Windows 7 operating system. With the optimally
chosen parameter settings: OTL = 600 samples, ε = 0.01, and
3-fold cross-validation during training process, we have noted
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that the average training and prediction time for each sample in
the test data-sets from PMU data repository is 12.7 ms. Typical
communication delay is 3-5 ms for a distance of 500 miles
between PMU and PDC [12]. Thus, the total delay involved
in processing and communication in the proposed dynamic
prediction algorithm is less than the lower bound of latency
specification, i.e., 20 ms. Fig. 13 shows a test case simulation
of 10000 samples in Simulink. It can be observed that the
predictions at PDC very closely follow the PMU predictions,
and the total execution time is 280.249344 sec. It is expected
that by optimizing the code on real-time operating system,
processing time of the algorithm can be further reduced.

Fig. 14 shows a possible real-time hardware implementation
of the proposed dynamic prediction algorithm. The basic
modules comprise of a buffer for storing training samples,
a processing unit to perform training and prediction, and a
signalling unit to initiate retrainings at the PMU whenever
required and to manage status updates and control information
flow between PMU and PDC. Logically, the processing unit
can be configured to perform 4 primary functions: (a) sequen-
tial minimal optimization during the training phase, (b) cache
for storing support vectors and temporary hyper-parameter
values, (c) estimation of predicted values, and (d) comparator
to validate the accuracy of prediction. Since the PDC relies
on updates from PMU for its retraining processes, comparator
operation is not required at the PDC. Here, the predicted
frequency values are exported to the control applications and
data archival units through peripherals. Owing to easy re-
programmability and real parallel processing, System on Chip
built using Field Programmable Gate Arrays are preferred
as processing units over the other embedded platforms for
SVR hardware implementation. Altera Cyclone II, Cyclone
III, Xilinx Virtex-4, and Zynq are a few options considered
in state-of-the-art [36]–[38], as they facilitate high speed
computations in a time constrained scenario.

For ensuring timely data delivery, careful network design
and thorough evaluation of all communication aspects are
required. If a future smart grid application requires predic-
tion accuracy ε ≤ 0.01, then the functionality of dynamic
prediction algorithm can be limited by large processing time.
However, with advanced performance optimization techniques
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Fig. 14: Hardware implementation schematic of dynamic prediction
algorithm: (a) at the PMU; (b) at the PDC.

proposed for future smart grid computations [39], processing
time of big data is expected to be considerably small.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a novel algorithm for dynamic prediction of
powerline frequency samples based on ε-SVR has been pro-
posed for WAMS. The algorithm exploits temporal correlated-
ness in powerline frequency samples to eliminate transmission
of redundant data from PMU. The proposed approach adapts
to non-stationarity of power grid transients by re-estimating
the hyper-parameters whenever required, in order to ensure
high accuracy and robustness during online prediction. The
results demonstrate that, with the proposed dynamic prediction
around 90% saving in communication channel bandwidth
can be achieved without impacting the power system health
monitoring process. With suitable choice of hyper-parameters,
execution complexity of the proposed algorithm is consider-
ably low and it can be effectively implemented in real-time
scenarios. Future works will be aimed at extensive application
of the proposed model to different types of data collected by
PMUs in multi-machine context, more efficient detection, as
well as classification of faults and other transients in the grid.
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